
 
 

MINUTES 
MEETING COMMITTEE PERSONNEL,  

FACILITIES AND ORGANIZATIONAL AFFAIRS (PFO) 
On 9 June 2020 

 
 
Location:                      Microsoft Teams 
Time:                 13:00 
Present: Ana Uribe Sandoval (chair ), Hans van den Berg, Ben Bode, Marjan Gorgievski-

Duijvesteijn, Natascha Kraal, John Piarelal, Yveline Shang, Dolly Vellanki, John van 
Wel 

Absent: Emma Albertone, Daniel Bates, Jordie van der Burgt, Florian Wijker 
Guests: Patricia de Jong-de Geus 
Registry: Machteld Harmsen (clergy), Christiane Hofman (minutes) 
 
1.   Focal action points 
2.   Meeting preparation 
 
3.        Opening  
 
3.01  Opening & setting of the agenda 
The meeting was opened at 13:12. 
 
3.02 Setting of the minutes of the previous meeting 
The minutes were set. 
 
3.03  Announcements 
There were no announcements.  
 
4.  Agenda items 
 
4.01   Board diversity  
Topic 4.01 and 4.02 were discussed together. This topic was already touched upon in the letter that was 
forwarded. Initially it was the idea to present it to the Executive Board with the Diversity & Inclusion office, 
but they wanted to present it the usual way. The idea is to see if PFO agrees with this letter. People can 
send their input until Thursday 11 June by 12:00 (action), and when it is finalised it will be sent out to the 
whole Council. It should then be discussed during the plenary and the consultation meeting. Overall, the 
committee gave positive feedback on the letter. Some small points in the letter were discussed, mainly 
about small ambiguities and a note made by the Diversity & Inclusion office.  
 
4.02   Incremental quota for gender equality in higher management 
Topic 4.01 and 4.02 were discussed together.  
 
4.03    Revision regulations student organisations 
The Chair got an email from policymaker Rianne Nieuwdorp with a new proposal for the regulations, 
taking the UC’s comments into account. The letter of advice has to be written. There were three other 
suggestions for the advice; the sustainability checklist, the diversity checklist, and advice on creating a new 
office. The Chair will send the new document sent by Rianne Nieuwdorp, and the original draft advice 
letter to the PFO committee. This topic will be discussed in the new cycle.  
 



A committee member mentioned that the committee had previously asked about a policy for how student 
organisations can apply for money or a certain status. There were no strict regulations for this before. The 
Chair said that this is mentioned in the last version and that the questions that were answered in that.  
 
The Rector Magnificus will have a conversation with a representative of Erasmus Pride. The Clerk advised 
for Rianne Nieuwdorp to be there to give input.  
 
The Chair will send her documents on this topic to the committee (action).  
 
4.04    Medical attention on campus 
The Chair summarized the former discussions on this topic. She mentioned that this was framed as a 
problem of international students, while it is also a problem of Dutch students. This is therefore changed 
in the drafted letter. For this letter, the deadline for giving input will also be on Thursday 11 June by 12:00 
(action).  
 
4.05      Impact 24: implementation and budget plan Strategy 2024 
The Chair received no questions, so she told the policymakers that they did not have to come to this 
meeting. If there are any questions, they can be sent to the Chair of the FIN committee.  
 
4.06   HEQA Plan ‘Erasmus X’ (Theme 6 Quality and Innovation Calendar) 
The plan is quite well-rounded. HoKA presented the last document that is due for consent. Some questions 
were asked, and the responses were forwarded to everyone. The plan would also be presented during the 
CRE meeting to take place after this meeting, and everyone from PFO was invited to join.  
 
4.07   HEQA Plan ‘Impact at the core’ 
The document came in last week. It is due for consent on 30 June. The Chair posed some questions a 
couple of weeks ago as member of the HoKA working group, because many things were too general or 
too broad. The HoKA working group had discussions on certain parts, like the PhDs. The Chair mentioned 
it would be ideal if something could be sent before Friday. The Clerk mentioned that she sent an email to 
the project lead that he might receive some questions and an invitation to the 23 June PFO meeting. The 
Chair set the deadline for input on this topic on Thursday 11 June by 12:00 (action).  
 
The difference between ‘Impact at the core’ and ‘Erasmus X’ was briefly explained. Impact at the core has 
to do with how to modify education to make it more impactful. Erasmus X is more about the extension of 
the community.  
 
4.08   Annual Report 2019 EUR 
It was submitted late and is still in Dutch. This is to be discussed during the plenary meeting. A committee 
member brought up that in the ‘personeelssamenstelling’ personal data were included. It was taken off My 
Meeting.  
 
Another member mentioned that it was unclear what the committee was expected to do with this 
document and that they were given very little time. Some parts were also missing from the report. 
Furthermore, there was a piece on the Corona crisis in this report, while the document should only cover 
2019. The Clerk explained that it was indeed not finished. It was presented to the Executive Board like this 
as well. The Clerk will take this up with the Executive Board secretaries. 
 
This topic will be discussed during the consultation meeting. The Chair of the University Council said that 
the Council should discuss the process of this document.  
 
A committee member asked whether the committee has received the Corporate Marketing and 
Communication plan that is being drafted, since the Executive Board promised that the Council could see 
this. A discussion on this was held during the strategy meeting around the end of April or the beginning of 



May. The committee will ask about this document again during the consultation meeting, when the annual 
report will be discussed.  
 
5.  List of submitted documents 
 
 
6.    Any other business 
A committee member brought up that female professors have suffered more than male professors 
because of Covid-19, as well as professors with impairments, and that they were not satisfied with the 
functional impairment initiative. Another committee member answered that nationality, gender and age 
are mentioned in the letter that was drafted for topic 4.01. The point about functional impairment will be 
added as well. 
 
The Chair of the University Council gave a little bit more information about the surprise party for the 
University Council that will take place after the next consultation meeting.  
 
7.    Debriefing   
 
8.    Closing 
The meeting was closed at 14:03. 
 
Action points   
Every committee member is asked to give input on the letters on board diversity, medical attention on 
campus, and impact at the core before Thursday 12:00.  
 
The Chair will send her documents on Revision regulation student organisations to the committee this 
week.  
 


